Bio

Jeremy DalleTezze, Ph.D., is the senior vice president of software development and analytics for TSIA. In this role, he works with members to identify and study the emerging trends in consumption analytics through surveys, case studies, webinars, presentations, and member inquiries. He also is the head of TSIA’s internal analytics team, known as “the A-Team”, which provides analytics support for TSIA, including the research team, by analyzing their benchmark and survey data.

Jeremy earned his PhD in international economics and finance from Brandeis University. He has extensive experience working with corporations of all sizes on topics including forecasting, retail chain optimization, web analytics, text mining, and consumption analytics.
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Top Data Analytics Engagements

• Building a Consumption Analytics Capability
• Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics
• Analytics As-A-Service
Providing Data-Driven Advisory to the World’s Leading Technology Companies

HOW WE WORK WITH YOU

ALIGN
Align Executive Leadership
By placing industry validated data at the center of the conversation

ACCELERATE
Accelerate Organizational Capabilities
Speed up business initiatives with a customized plan

TRANSFORM
Transform Business Models
Leverage the world’s most influential advisors on the future of technology and services

OPTIMIZE
Optimize Business Performance
Educate business line leaders on critical industry trends

Delivered Virtually
www.tsia.com/advisory
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